The Law and Human Rights Debating Club of Department of Law and Human Rights, UAP participated in the 22nd National Television Debate Competition, 2015 organized by the Bangladesh Television 8th August, 2015. The topic of the debate was “চাকুরী নির্ভর মানুষিকতাই স্বনির্ভর বাংলাদেশ গঠনে প্রতিবন্ধক".

The debaters of the club raised their arguments in the debate against Kobi Jashim Uddin Hall, University of Dhaka. Three students of the Department namely, Md. Iftakharul Islam Apu, Nur Jannatul Karar and Md. Asif Howladar participated in the debate. Md. Farhad Hossain participated as the standing member of the team. The team was headed by Md. Saleh Akram, Lecturer and Moderator of the club. Md. Lokman Hussain and Sumaya Kowser, both lecturers of Department of Law and Human Rights and Shah newaj, Research Assistant of the department accompanied the debtors to motivate them. It is worth noting that previously the Law and Human Rights Debating Club successfully participated in the 20th National Television Debate Competition and 21st National Television Debate Competition also.